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Small scale resonant generators harvesting 
ambient vibrations in the 60-200 Hz frequency 
range by using an efficient electromagnetic circuit 
to convert the mechanical vibrations to electrical 
energy

[1] Can the beam suspension be made to resonate 
in the 60-200 Hz range with a 1 cm2 footprint?

[2] Which magnetic circuit type is best suited for 
harvesting ambient mechanical vibrations?

BEAM STRUCTURE: Analysis of multiturn beam 
geometries suggests beam suspensions with a 
footprint on the order of 1 cm2 can be designed to 
resonate in 60-200 Hz range. 

[1] Small structures can be designed to resonate 
between 60 and 200 Hz. 
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Table 1: Characterization of harvestable vibrations

Figure 1: Macro test version 
of multiturn beam structure

POWER CONVERSION: The voltage generated 
from electromagnetic induction is equal to the 
number of coil turns, N, and the change in 
magnetic flux, φ, through those coils.
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A change in flux can be achieved by using the 
amplification of the input vibration by the beam 
suspension and a magnetic circuit. There are 
three major magnetic circuit types: Open; Pole 
Switching; and Variable Reluctance.

Figure 2: (left to right) 
Open, Pole Switching, 
and Variable Reluctance 
partially assembled test 
platforms.

Open circuit systems are basically a magnet 
translating relative to a set of coils. The flux 
change through the coils is roughly proportional to 
the proximity of the coils and magnet. This is an  

Figure 4: 10 x 10 x 0.09 mm
Silicon beam structures that
Resonates at 140 and 110 Hz

[2] The test platforms shown in Figure 2 are being 
used to evaluate the power performance of the 
circuit types with 500 coil turns. The OC designs 
generate 3-5mW. The PS design has problematic 
damping forces necessitating a redesign, and the 
VR design is being evaluated currently.

inefficient but common conversion scheme. It is 
more effective to use iron to conduct the flux through 
sets of coils as in the pole switching and variable 
reluctance circuits as in classic motor and generator 
design.   
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Figure 3: (top) Pole switching circuit schematic, and (bottom) variable 
reluctance circuit schematic at the extremes of their translation 
amplitudes.

A change in flux arises in the pole switching circuit 
because the flux loops are in opposite directions, 
but in the variable reluctance circuit, the change in 
flux is a result of the teeth aligning and misaligning.   
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